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What are free and charitable 
clinics?

• They are primary care clinics 
• Generally care provided is not contingent on 

payment 
• Clinics are generally developed because of a 

primary care gap - low income, uninsured 
people need care  

• Many clinics rely upon volunteers to provide 
care and to manage the clinic
– Many have volunteer providers
– Most have some paid staff – including clinical staff
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History
• Started in the mid-1960’s – Haight Ashbury

• 1960s and 70s – about 600 free clinics were established

• In 1992 the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation invested 
in an initiative called Reach Out: Physicians’ Initiative to 
Expand Care to Underserved Americans

– Free clinic development was the most popular model
– Over 10,000 physicians volunteered
– Developed a technical resource center to support the clinics - Volunteers in 

Health program and Rx Assist (only part of the program still in use)

• Free clinics grew as the number of uninsured grew

• Faith based groups, hospitals, communities, physicians 
and other providers establish clinics.
– most are independent, 
– if affiliated most often affiliated with hospitals.



Definitions of Free and 
Charitable Clinics (FaCCs)
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National Association of Free and 
Charitable Clinics

Free and charitable clinics are safety-net health care organizations that 
utilize a volunteer/staff model to provide a range of medical, dental, 
pharmacy, vision and/or behavioral health services to economically 
disadvantaged individuals. Such clinics are 501(c)(3) tax-exempt 
organizations, or operate as a program component or affiliate of a 
501(c)(3) organization. 

Entities that otherwise meet the above definition, but charge a 
nominal/sliding fee to patients, may still be considered free or charitable 
clinics provided essential services are delivered regardless of the 
patient's ability to pay. Free or charitable clinics restrict eligibility for 
their services to individuals who are uninsured, underinsured and/or 
have limited or no access to primary, specialty or prescription health 
care. 

Source: http://nafcclinics.org/about-us/what-is-free-charitable-clinic
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Definitions
• Definitions vary by state - for state program 

benefits
• Definition for the only federal resource – FTCA 

coverage
• Researchers define for purposes of study
• State and regional associations define for 

membership
• Organizations define for access to resources or 

assistance
• Difference in free and charitable seems to be 

that a charitable clinic uses a sliding fee scale 
with fees based on family size and income.
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What do we know about FaCC?

How do we know it?
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How do we know about the free 
clinic sector? 

• National Association of Free and Charitable Clinics
• State Associations of FaCCs
• Regional Association of FaCCs
• Research by Julie Darnell, PhD 

– 764 clinics in a comprehensive survey
– Data collected in 2005 and 2006; first study published in 2010

• Congressional and HHS study - Quality Initiatives for 
FQHCs, RHCs and FaCCs by George Washington 
University, Dept of Health Policy, January 2013

• Other research and surveys
– Such as the impact of free clinics on emergency department use

• Reports from the Volunteers in Health initiative and work 
of nonprofits providing assistance to FaCCs
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What do we know about FaCC?
• Organization

– Nonprofit
– Community based, community oriented, community leadership
– Program of a nonprofit

• Payment for services
– Services are usually not contingent on payment or donation
– Some clinics use a sliding fee scale
– Some ask for donations
– Most do not accept insurance 
– Some are Medicaid and Medicare providers

• Most are privately funded through donations, charitable 
contributions, civic groups, corporate gifts

• A few receive local or state grant support.  
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What do we know about FaCC?
• Variability in terms of services

– Most all provide medical care, 
– Most provide pharmacy assistance,
– Some provide dental, behavioral health, vision care
– Some provide lab services

• Hours of operation - variable
• Clinical staffing and availability - variable
• Patient eligibility, i.e. income, family size, geography, 

insurance status, age, diagnosis
• Variability in partnerships with other providers, referrals, 

follow-up, assistance.
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What do we know about FaCC?
• Volunteers are usually part of the clinic staff -

clinical, administrative or both

• According to Wikipedia, “Volunteering is 
generally considered an altruistic activity and is 
intended to promote good or improve 
human qualify of life.”

• Compassionate care is a hallmark, a defining 
characteristic of free clinic services.  
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Nonprofit Groups Working with 
FaCCs

• National Association of Free and 
Charitable Clinics 

• State Associations
• Regional Association
• Empowering Community Healthcare 

Outreach (ECHO)
• Volunteers in Medicine
• Groups helping with pharmacy access
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National Association of Free and Charitable 
Clinics, State and Regional Associations

• NAFC – national membership group, provides 
some TA, annual workshop, resources, 
advocacy, networking, purchasing power, 
pharmacy assistance, free clinic events (CARE)
– Current estimate - 1,200 free and charitable clinics in 

the nation
• One regional association – Free Clinics of the 

Great Lakes Region covering Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

• Twenty plus state associations
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State Association of FaCCs 

• Arkansas
• California
• Colorado
• Florida
• Georgia
• Illinois
• Iowa
• Indiana *
• Kentucky
• Louisiana *
• Michigan
• Missouri 

• New York 
• North Carolina
• Ohio
• Oklahoma
• Pennsylvania
• South Carolina
• Texas
• Vermont
• Virginia
• Washington
• West Virginia 

List from the National Association of Free and Charitable Clinics; http://www.nafcclinics.org
* Unable to verify.
List from the National Association of Free and Charitable Clinics; http://www.nafcclinics.org
* Unable to verify.
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Federal Resource 
FTCA Coverage

• Federal resource – Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 
malpractice coverage for specific clinics, 
– available as of 1996; funding support 2004
– HRSA, Bureau of Primary Health Care
– Currently FTCA covers over 200 free clinics sponsoring 9,000 

health care professionals 
– Deemed as HHS employees
– BPHC reports meeting or exceeding all target measures

• Clinic sponsoring volunteer providers must also 
demonstrate polices and procedures to reduce the risk of 
malpractice, quality improvement measures, risk 
management and formal credentialing policies. 
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Federal Resource 
FTCA Coverage

“(A) For purposes of this subsection, the term “free clinic” means a 
health care facility operated by a nonprofit private entity meeting the 
following requirements:

(i) The entity does not, in providing health services through the 
facility, accept reimbursement from any third-party payor 
(including reimbursement under any insurance policy or health 
plan, or under any Federal or State health benefits program).

(ii) The entity, in providing health services through the facility, either 
does not impose charges on the individuals to whom the services 
are provided, or imposes a charge according to the ability of the 
individual involved to pay the charge.

(iii) The entity is licensed or certified in accordance with applicable 
law regarding the provision of health services.

(B) With respect to compliance with the conditions under subparagraph 
(A), the entity involved may accept voluntary donations for the provision 
of services.”

Source: Public Health Service Act, Title 42 United States Code 233(o) 
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Federal Resource
• Valuable program - helps promote volunteerism and 

saves free clinics hundreds of thousands of dollars each 
year 

• Deeming application now requires Electronic Handbook 
(EHB)
– Annual update of the application

• BPHC web site, PAL and a recorded webinar
– http://bphc.hrsa.gov/ftca/freeclinics/ 

• NAFC, and others, are working to broaden the definition 
to make coverage available to more clinics.  Proposed 
changes;  
– Use the NAFC definition
– Include clinics using a sliding fee scale 
– Extend protection to the clinic itself
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Nonprofit Organization Help 
• Empowering Community Healthcare 

Organizations (ECHO)
– Faith based with a secular mission 
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting and manual for starting new clinics
– http://echoclinics.org

• Volunteers in Medicine (VIM)
– Uses primarily a medical model
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting for starting new clinics
– http://volunteersinmedicine.org

• Empowering Community Healthcare 
Organizations (ECHO)
– Faith based with a secular mission 
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting and manual for starting new clinics
– http://echoclinics.org

• Volunteers in Medicine (VIM)
– Uses primarily a medical model
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting for starting new clinics
– http://volunteersinmedicine.org

• Empowering Community Healthcare 
Organizations (ECHO)
– Faith based with a secular mission 
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting and manual for starting new clinics
– http://echoclinics.org

• Volunteers in Medicine (VIM)
– Uses primarily a medical model
– Provides direct assistance with developing FaCCs
– Direct consulting for starting new clinics
– http://volunteersinmedicine.org
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State Resources

• Malpractice coverage or state immunity for 
volunteer providers

• Some states provide direct grant 
resources to FaCCs

• Some states provide grant funds for which 
FaCCs could be eligible
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SORH Working With FaCCs
Survey Results

• NOSORH Survey in July 2013
• 55 responses from 40 states

– 41% of SORH say they provide general TA to FaCCs 
along with other rural constituents

– 52% of SORH say FaCCs are considered part of the 
rural primary care safety net

– Most SORH have a list of FaCCs in the state or could 
get one; 34.2% report not having a list

– Several SORH work directly with state FaCC 
Associations

• three SORH provide funds to the state FaCC Association 
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Highlight Work of Two SORHs

• Arkansas
• Idaho
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State Funds Available for FaCC
Survey Results

• Alaska • Minnesota • Utah

• Arkansas • New York • Vermont

• Idaho • North Carolina • Washington

• Iowa • Pennsylvania • West Virginia
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SORH Work With FaCCs
Survey Result Highlights

• The Colorado Rural Health Center offers recruitment and retention 
services to free and charitable clinics, as well as loan repayment 
information and works with ClinicNet. 

• Iowa has a Volunteer Health Care Provider program that offers 
immunity for providers working in free clinics, to promote 
volunteerism of health care professionals and service.

• The Vermont SORH and Primary Care manages a state 
appropriation to the Vermont Coalition of Clinics for the Uninsured.

• The Washington Office of Rural Health is the primary funder of the 
Washington Free Clinics Association.  They work directly with the 
Association and serve on the Board.  Washington has a guide for 
developing free clinics.  
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SORH Work With FaCCs
Survey Results

Providing assistance to FaCC exploring conversion to 
another type of primary care provider, include the following:

– Louisiana
– Wyoming
– Colorado
– Arkansas
– Georgia
– Kentucky
– Nebraska
– New Mexico
– North Carolina
– Vermont
– Washington
– West Virginia
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FaCCs – Part of the Safety Net
• Most SORH say FaCCs are part of the rural primary care 

safety net 
• FaCCs differ from Rural Health Clinics and FQHCs

– Similar in that they provide primary care
– Most FaCCs are not enrolled as Medicaid or Medicare providers

• FaCCs do not receive special payment incentives from Medicaid 
and Medicare

– Not certified as a special clinic type with special requirements 
and payments

– FaCCs do not receive a federal grant
– FaCCs are not required to locate in a medically underserved 

area, non-urbanized area, HPSA or serve a special population
– FQHCs and FaCCs are eligible for FTCA coverage, however, 

FaCCs coverage is limited and the organization is not covered
– Most FQHCs and FaCCs are nonprofit organizations
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SORH Reaching out To FaCCs

• Develop a mailing list of rural FaCCs. 
• Invite them to education opportunities related to primary 

care, the safety net, retention and recruitment, patient 
centered primary care, electronic health records, etc.

• Learn about FTCA; consider offering a webinar along 
with the Primary Care Office, BPHC or NOSORH

• Invite participation in National Rural Health Day 
• Add them to notification lists about grants and other 

resources (some might be eligible for ORHP grants)
• Connect them with outreach resources for the Health 

Insurance Exchanges and other ACA resources
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SORH Reaching out To FaCCs
• Contact the state association and find common ground 

to help rural people with access to primary care
• Ask the PCO to include rural FaCCs in primary care 

educational or development offerings.
• Invite participation in grant writing classes, board 

development training, etc.
– Help find grant resources

• Consult on conversion to other types of primary care 
providers.

• Link with other safety net providers.
• Link interested community leaders with organizations 

that help decide if a FaCC is a good option for their 
community, help them develop or strengthen FaCCs.



Observations, Questions, 
Comments


